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The Spatial Hermeneutics of Lucian’s De laude Cestrie 

 

Sed nec in arctois sedem tibi legeris urbibus, Wigornia, Cestria, Herefordia, propter Walenses 

uite prodigos. 

Neither should you choose a seat in the Marches, Worcester, Chester, or Hereford, because of 

the Welsh, who are prodigal with the lives of others.1 

Writing in the early 1190s, Richard of Devizes imagines a French Jew telling a young compatriot 

about the English cities he should avoid. He groups Worcester, Chester and Hereford together 

as northern (in arctois), perhaps Marcher, locations, which collectively suffer regular Welsh 

violence. Richard’s satirical description imputes innate, indescriminate hostility to the Welsh, and 

implies that Chester and the two other cities are frontier towns on England’s wild west. 

We get a much more ambivalent image of Chester in Lucian’s De laude Cestrie, a text probably 

datable to 1190s and thus the contemporary of Devizes’ Cronicon. Here Wales is eam quam diuina 

seueritas, ob ciuiles et naturales discordias, Britannis reliquit angularem angustiam  (‘the narrow corner 

which God's severity left the Welsh to punish their innate rebelliousness’),2 but also a valued 

trading partner which is particularly generous in supplying Chester with meat.3 The Welsh are 

frequent visitors to Chester,4 and the proximity of the city to Wales has made its citizens 

Britonibus ex uno latere confines  et, per longam transfusionem morum, maxima parte consimiles (‘through a 

long exchange of customs, for the most part similar’) to those across the border.5 So 

unconcerned does Lucian seem about the Welsh that his text has been seen to usher in ‘a period 

of newly established peace’.6 
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Yet it would be a mistake to accept Lucian’s endorsement of Welsh merchants and to ignore his 

fears about the country’s ‘innate rebelliousness’ and the gradual effect of Welsh culture on 

Chester. Lucian’s vision of urban space is conditioned by a range of generic influences from 

classical rhetoric, to biblical hermeneutics, to Neo-Platonist philosophy, to Pauline ecclesiology. 

While recent scholarship has made particular progress exploring Lucian’s application of biblical 

hermeneutics to Chester’s urban environment and the inevitable elisions and distortions this 

entails, other influences on Lucian’s text have received less attention, a neglect which risks 

distorting Lucian’s complex, ambivalent attitude to Chester space. We can see these complexities 

in Lucian’s attitude to the Welsh. Traditional historiography told Lucian that a history of 

repression is often the consequence of moral turpitude; the conventions of urban encomium 

dictate Chester must be depicted as both amply provisioned and hospitable; and the nascent 

twelfth-century interest in realistic description justifies Lucian recording his anthropological 

observation of how readily people adopt the customs of their neighbours. Such generic 

influences moreover constitute just one aspect of the ‘production of space’ in De laude Cestrie. 

This essay attempts to come to a nuanced understanding of how Lucian saw urban space, by 

triangulating three types of evidence: first, what we know about Chester’s urban environment in 

the late twelfth century; second, how Lucian chooses to depict urban space, and third, how 

Lucian himself interacted with urban space. The intellectual roots of this approach lie in Henry 

Lefebvre’s triad of spatial pratice / representations of space / representational spaces (equating 

to how space is perceived / conceived / lived),7 and in Paul Strohm’s essay ‘Three London 

Itineraries’, with its emphasis on understanding:8 
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(1) the city’s own previous investment in its symbolization; (2) various discursive 

conventions, appropriate to the genre of writing; and (3) a number of 

characteristally ‘literary’ ways of deploying material. 

The first half of this essay accordingly explores the generic affiliations of De laude Cestrie, locating 

its origins in the classical tradition of epideictic rhetoric, the hermeneutic transformations of 

biblical exegesis and the philosophy of Neo-Platonism, and suggesting these influences explain 

Lucian’s habitual representation of space. The essay then turns to two occasions when Lucian 

describes himself walking through the city and beyond, to look at his own representational space. 

The first of these itineraries took Lucian from St Werburgh’s Abbey to the Parish Church of St 

Michael to the Cathedral of St John, where an unnamed canon explained the etymology of the 

city’s Latin name, Cestria, and provided the inspiration for writing De laude Cestrie, while the 

unpleasant prospect of a visit to the Earl’s Castle darkened his mind. The second, apparently a 

record of the composition of a section of the text in 1195, must be reconstructed from a series 

of ambiguous marginal notes in the only surviving manuscript of De laude Cestrie. Analysing each 

itinerary in turn, this essay contrasts Lucian’s personal experience of the city with the 

presignifications of that space and the spatial allegories he develops throughout his text to show 

how Lucian’s quotidien activities could and did obey different patterns to the meanings he 

inscribes on the city. Seen through this lens, Lucian’s ambivalence to the Welsh can be seen to 

reflect different strands of his livelihood – the literate man aware of the traditional 

historiography that attributes military failure to moral laxity, the preacher advocating the Pauline 

doctrine that all men are equal in Christ, and the grateful Cestrian who likes a bit of Welsh beef – 

and as neither a xenophobic dismissal of the Marches nor an endorsement of ‘a period of newly 

established peace’. 
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LUCIAN’S MENTAL MAPS: GENERIC INFLUENCES ON DE LAUDE CESTRIE 

The primary generic influence on Lucian’s De laude Cestrie was classical rhetorical tradition. The 

opening rubric in Lucian’s autograph manuscript calls the text the Liber Luciani De laude Cestrie. 

Lucian’s chosen title reflects his debt to the medieval discourses of laus and uituperio, long taught 

in the schools as the twin purposes of epideictic (demonstrative) rhetoric.9 Cities were one of the 

recommended themes for this discourse. Quintillian, for example, advised:10 

Cities are praised on similiar lines to men. The founder stands for the father, age 

gives authority (as people are said to be autochthonous), and the virtues and vices 

seen in actions are the same as with individuals, the only special features being 

those which come from the site and the fortifications. Citizens are a credit to 

cities as children are to parents. 

Priscian’s Praeexercitamina, a translation from Hermogenes’ Greek Progymnasmata, gives similar 

principles:11 

Quin etiam urbium laudes ex huiscemodi locis non difficulter acquires. Dices 

enim et de genere, quod indigene, et de victu, quod a deis nutriti, et de eruditione 

quod a deis eruditi sunt. Tractes vero, quomodo de homine, qualis sit statura, 

quibus professionibus est vsa, quid gesserit. 

Moreover, you will be able to undertake the praise of cities without difficulty by 

using these principles: for you will speak concerning its origins, which are innate, 

concerning their livelihood, which is nourished the gods, and concerning their 
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learning, which is taught by the gods. Just as in the case of a man, you will treat 

its manners, institutions and its pursuits.    

Similar instructions to praise the origins of a city, its site and fortifications and the virtues of the 

citizens feature in many rhetorical handbooks,12 and it is extremely likely that Lucian studied the 

laudes urbium while he was at school at St John’s Cathedral in Chester, where he tells us he was 

first educated.13 Each student may once have composed his own De laude Cestrie. 

The influence of these rhetorical handbooks on Lucian’s De laude Cestrie is readily apparent. The 

text begins with a lengthy discussion of the etymology of the Chester’s Latin name, Cestria (fols. 

7v-12r), interpreted as cis tria, loosely ‘threefold’, and explained with three threefold etymologies, 

before describing the city’s site, gates, river, streets and marketplace (fols. 12r-13v). Lucian then 

turns to Chester’s gates again, correlating each with a church: St John’s with the East Gate, St 

Peter’s with the West Gate, St Werburgh’s with the North Gate and St Michael’s with the South 

Gate (fols. 16v-88r). He discusses Chester’s three churches dedicated to the Virgin Mary (fols. 

88r-112r), then returns to pauca que restant (‘a few little things that remain’), describing the 

suburbs, the possible etymology of Chester from the Old English word ceaster, ‘fortified 

settlement’, and the customs of the inhabitants (fols. 112r-114r). It is clear that all the themes 

suggested in the handbooks – the city’s origins, its site and fortification and the virtues of its 

citizens – are present. 

In this, De laude Cestrie is comparable to other contemporary city descriptions, such as the 

description of London which William Fitz Stephen prefixed to his life of Thomas Becket.14  Fitz 

Stephen outlines London’s praiseworthiness at the very beginning of his text:15 
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It is blest in the wholesomeness of its air, in its reverence for the Christian faith, 

in the strength of its bulwarks, the nature of its situation, the honour of its 

citizens and the chastity of its matrons. It is likewise most merry in its sports and 

fruitful of noble men (lls. 23-6). 

Both texts include some detailed descriptions of the inhabitants drawn from life.16 The 

resemblence between Fitz Stephen’s Descriptio and Lucian’s De laude Cestrie remains superficial, 

however. FitzStephen’s text emphasises the customs of London’s citizens; Lucian’s Chester’s 

churches. Lucian’s approach to the city is also markedly different. Fitz Stephen sees London 

through the lens of the Latin classics, and, by figuring the city through these texts, asserts 

London’s status as both New Troy and New Rome.17 Lucian, by contrast, sees Chester as a 

microcosm of the Christian universe past, present and future: God’s fingerprints are everywhere. 

Lucian’s interpretation of the laudes urbium model is indebted to twelfth-century theology, but 

perfectly compatible with the prescriptions of the rhetorical handbooks which, as we saw,  

attributed a city’s advantages to the gods. The twelfth-century Neo-Platonists saw the world as a 

universe, a single whole unified by God’s harmony of purpose. Contemplating this universe gave 

both delight and the prospect of a closer understanding of God.18 As Arnold of Bonneval wrote 

in his commentary on Genesis:19 

Et [Deus] quasi magni corporis membra, rerum naturas, distinguens propria loca 

et nomina, congruas mensuras et officia assignauit ... Complectitur omnia, intra 

solidans, extra protegens, supra fovens, infra sustinens, arte investigabili ligans 
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diversa, temperatura mirabili astringens in pacem et in unam jungens contraria, 

premens levia ne effluant, sustinens ponderosa ne ruant. 

God distributed all things of nature like the members of a great body, assigning 

to all their proper places and names, their fitting measures and offices ... He 

encloses all things, strengthening them from within, protecting them from 

without, nurturing them from above, supporting them from below, binding 

contraries with perceptible art, joining opposites into one and with marvellous 

moderating power enjoining peace upon them, holding down lightweight things 

lest they fly off, holding up ponderous things lest they crash downwards. 

Such considerations applied not only to the natural world, but also to man-made objects. When 

Master Gilbert asked himself ‘Can one consider things manufactured by man – footgear, cheese, 

and like products – as works of God?’, he answered by averring that these were all works of God 

made through the intermediary service of man, just as ‘we customarily say that some rich man 

has built many buildings which in fact a carpenter has built’.20  

Lucian’s De laude Cestrie is perhaps the fullest application of this Neo-Platonic theology to 

survive from the Middle Ages. It colours almost everything Lucian writes about Chester, as he 

repeatedly quotes Eliphaz’s advice to Job that ‘nothing is done without voice cause’ [Job 5:6]. A 

simple example is his commentary on the location of the marketplace in the centre of Chester at 

the crossroads of the city’s two main Roman roads:21 

Hoc simul intuendum quam congrue in medio urbis, parili positione cunctorum, 

forum uoluit esse uenalium rerum, ubi, mercium copia complacente precipue 
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uictualium, notus ueniat uel ignotus, precium porrigens, referens alimentum. 

Nimirum ad exemplum panis eterni de celo uenientis, qui natus secundum 

prophetas in medio orbis et umbilico terre, omnibus mundi nationibus pari 

propinquitate uoluit apparere. Illud precipue prudens aliquis gaudenter attendat, 

quod Deus omnipotens paterna bonitate prospexit, et ad salutem ciuium, altius et 

eminentius ordinauit. Nam siquis stans in fori medio, uultum uertat ad ortum 

solis, secundum ecclesiarum positiones, inueniet Iohannem Domini precursorem 

ab oriente, Petrum apostolum ab occidente, Werburgam uirginem ab aquilone, 

archangelum Michaelem a meridie. Nichil illa scriptura uerius: super muros tuos 

Ierusalem constitui custodes (Isa 62:6). Nichil hac euidentia dulcius cui tales Deus 

contulit seruatores; sollempne munus, suaue misterium. Confortat animos et 

pascit intuitum. 

It is also worth understanding how fittingly it is that, all things being equal, a 

marketplace for the selling of things should be placed in the middle of the city, 

where, with an abundance of merchandise, particularly food available, a native or 

a foreigner may come to buy provisions. Doubtlessly, as with the eternal bread 

which came from heaven, which, according to the prophets, was formed in the centre 

of the earth, God wanted to supply all nations of the world equally. Let everyone 

wise observe this joyfully because almighty God provided for us with paternal 

goodness, and arranged fully and nobly for the prosperity of the citizens. For 

anyone standing in the middle of the marketplace may turn his face to the east 

and examine the position of the churches, noting John, precursor of the Lord, to 

the east, Peter the apostle to the west, Werburgh  the virgin to the north, and 
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Michael the Archangel to the south. There is nothing truer than this verse: Upon 

they walls, O Jersualem, I have appointed watchmen (Isa 62:6) . Nothing is sweeter than 

this evidence that God gave us such guardians: it is a sacred offering and a 

charming mystery. It comforts men’s spirits and encourages contemplation. 

Here biblical hermeneutics are skilfully deployed to justify the Neo-Platonic confidence that God 

is visible in the universitas. Lucian compares the marketplace to Christ, ‘the eternal bread which 

came from heaven’, who was born in Jerusalem, a city often described as being in the centre of 

the world (e. g. Ez 5:5 and Ps 73:12). The centrality of the marketplace and of Jerusalem serve to 

demonstrate the universal availability of the Christian gospel, a tenet of Pauline ecclesiology 

which is fundamental to Lucian’s description of Chester as a city open to all.22 The analogy 

between Chester and Jerusalem is then developed as Lucian imagines someone standing in the 

middle of the marketplace, noticing the surrounding churches and recalling Isaiah’s words. 

Lucian states that the homology should be both comforting and thought provoking, traditional 

outcomes of monastic contemplative practice, but like Isaiah’s words, it is also a hortatory 

warning: Chester, like Jerusalem, must remain a pious Christian city. 

Lucian’s recent critics would not be slow to point out the distortions and ironies latent in this 

passage. In reality, the crossroads and the marketplace was not in the ‘very centre of the city’ and 

St Peter’s was not to the west. The layout of the streets was Roman and thus antedated the 

arrival of the ‘eternal bread from heaven’. It is likely the right to sell and even buy in the 

marketplace were restricted. Nonetheless, Lucian seems to be aware of these problems and 

anticipates (or answers) such criticism in his gnomic marginal comment caritati sic est, cauillationi 

aliquid deest, which probably means, loosely, ‘this comes from love, not quibbling’. 
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However, to show that Lucian’s representation of urban space is not mimetic but involves the 

distortion of the topography of the city only gets us so far. As geographers have recently begun 

to acknowledge, no mapping can reproduce reality in its full complexity and each mapping is 

controlled by the set of conventions and preconceptions which underlie it.23 The form of De 

laude Cestrie was profoundly influence by classical rhetorical handbooks, biblical hermeneutics, 

Neo-Platonic philosophy and monastic models of psychology, and inevitably bears their stamp. 

While much of De laude Cestrie accordingly focuses on teasing out spiritual lessons from Chester’s 

urban environment, the city also emerges as a lived space, particularly in the two itineraries which 

this essay examines. While these itineraries are no more or less literary constructs than other 

parts of the text, they do enable us to see Lucian’s spatial hermeneutic more clearly. 

ITINERARY I: THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS CITY 

Lucian describes the Sunday he decided to write the De laude Cestrie in vivid detail:24 

Non excidit memorie, nec periit recordationi quod michi ante menses aliquot, ex 

duricia diuitum tribulanti, tripliciter in ciuitate trisillaba contulisti. Nam pro 

responso monasterii missus et curiam comitis aditurus, post missas in basilica 

Archangeli Michaelis explicitas, temporalis negocii certitudinem nactus, eciam 

uenerandi precursoris ecclesiam credidi uisitandam, quo potens meritis, 

exaudicione piissimus, Eterni Regis clementiam uotis omnium impetraret. Ede 

sacra egressus, cum in atrio paululum subsisterem et ex loci facie, quia puer ibi 

dudum literas didiceram, res humanas uersari et reuersari sciens, presentia 

preteritis compararem; tu cum de proximo transires et literate lucis dulcedinem 
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dissimulationis tenebris tegere non ualeres, clericum probans et clarius agens, 

salutacione oblata, alacriter accessisti, hilariter astitisti, amabiliter deduxisti. De 

sinu pectoris tui uenit quod honestatem refunderet, quod humilitatem saperet, 

quod gratiam redoleret. Fecunde unum debriat quod alteri de facili profluebat, 

quia plerumque quod nec ciuis attendit, peregrinus appendit. Quod unus uelut 

parum optulit, alter plurimum reputauit, quia nichil adeo demulcet animum, ut 

caste impensum caritatis obsequium. 

Fateor eo die differenter ac uarie temporis tractus effluxit: castellum tedio, set 

ecclesia solatio fuit; in definicione negocii distulit me turgiditas et superbia 

secularium, set refouit honestas et amor domesticorum; et quicquid lesit aula 

principis, leniuit uberius atrium Precursoris. Ibi sapuit in gutture mentis quantum 

a se differant salum maris et sinus matris; in uno turbamur, in altero consolamur. 

Tempestas docet quid tranquillitas donet; quicquid inuexit asperum fremitus 

pelagi, mitigauit et fouit misericordia proximi. 

I have not forgotten that, some months ago, with the exacting rigour of your rich 

mind, you explained to me the three syllables of the city in three ways. Having 

been sent with the monastery’s answer and about to visit the earl’s residence, 

after hearing masses in the church of the Archangel Michael, and having obtained 

confidence to conduct my earthly business, I thought it also worth visiting the 

church of our venerable predecessor, where that virtuous and most piously 

devoted man can obtain the mercy of the eternal king for everyone who requests 

it. After I had left the holy church, when I briefly came to a stop in the precinct, 
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because of its appearance, familiar since as a boy I had once learnt my letters 

there, I then compared present circumstances with those past, knowing human 

affairs to be fickle; you came over from nearby, and did not labour to conceal the 

sweetness of literary illumination with the darknesses of dissimulation, but, 

proving yourself to be a man of learning, by making things clearer, and having 

been greeted, you approached me eagerly, gladly stood by me, and amiably 

instructed me. From your breast came something which smacked of integrity, 

savoured of humility, and bore the odour of goodwill. What readily flows forth 

from one, completely intoxicates another, because often a stranger ponders what 

a citizen does not even consider. One person has often valued highly what 

another has offered as if it were little, because nothing soothes the spirit as much 

as an unexpectedly generous offering of affection made with integrity. 

I must admit that time passed that day in a variety of ways: the castle was a 

nuisance, but the church was a consolation; the pride and pomposity of the age 

confounded me in the settlement of my business, but the integrity and affection 

of the community revived me; and whatever wounds the Earl’s palace inflicted, 

the precinct of the Forerunner of God fully soothed. There the throat of my 

mind tasted how much the salt sea and maternal love can differ; we are buffetted 

by one, consoled by the other. A storm teaches what calm weather can grant; 

whatever the harsh roaring of the ocean inflicted, the mercy of my kin softened 

and soothed. 
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Lucian here describes walking from St Werburgh’s Abbey to Chester Castle, and, nervous about 

his forthcoming business, dallying by attending mass at St Michael’s and visiting St John’s. This 

was a roundabout route, which moved from within the city walls to without the walls, and from 

the ecclesiastical precincts of Chester’s two main religious foundations, St John’s and St 

Werburgh’s, to an independent parish church to the secular space of the castle. Lucian gives us 

most information about his visits to St Michael’s and St John’s, and it is on these two churches 

we will focus. 

St Michael’s, or rather its dedicatee, is the subject of nearly 10000 words of De laude Cestrie, more 

text than is devoted to any other church. For Lucian, St Michael, St Michael’s church and the 

South Gate with which it is associated command Cestrians’ attention for one principal reason: 

they provide the entrance to heaven. As he says, in hac porta quasi stantes et statu glorie resplendentes 

benigni angeli ad nos clamant, dignanter uocant et feruidis ex caritate uisceribus ad secretum tante suauitatis 

inuitant (‘From this gate the benevolent angels, as if standing and rejoicing in their glorious status, 

call to us with great honour and out of the goodness of their hearts lovingly invite us to their 

haunt of great sweetness’).25 

According to Henry Bradshaw, the ‘mighty minster’ of St Michael was destroyed in the great fire 

of 1180, so the building where Lucian heard mass may have been built only recently.26 The 

advowson of the new parish chuch, like the old monasterium, probably belonged, to the 

Augustinian canons of Norton Priory, some thirteen miles north-east of Chester.27 By visiting St 

Michael’s to hear mass, therefore, Lucian was visiting a space with affiliations to neither St 

Werburgh’s nor St John’s. The presignifications of St Michael’s were therefore complex: it was 

one of the few parish churches in Chester not controlled by St John’s or St Werburgh’s, and had 
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been recently rebuilt, a testimony both to the havoc fire might cause in the city – even supposing 

St Werburgh’s intercession28 – and also to the resilience of the townspeople to such adversity. In 

De laude Cestrie, as we saw, Lucian emphatically associates St Michael with the heavenly role of its 

patron. On the memorable day he describes, hearing mass in the church gave him temporalis negocii 

certitudinem (‘the confidence to conduct [his] earthly business’). The recent history of the church, 

its spiritual lesson to Cestrians, and its peculiar personal importance to Lucian this Sunday have 

almost nothing in common. 

Lucian’s description of the emotional impact of his visit to St John’s is much fuller, and reveals 

the complex ways in which Lucian’s spatial hermeneutic influences his conduct within the city. 

De laude Cestrie praises St John’s through a lengthy encomium to John the Baptist, who is 

associated with the East Gate.  John is lauded as the man who announced Christ’s birth to the 

world, and thus first heralded the prospect of salvation. Lucian additionally honours St John’s by 

first interpreting Cestria, ‘cis tria’ or ‘threefold’, to refer to Chester’s literatum ... episcopum, liberalem 

archdiaconum, lucidum clerum (‘learned bishop, generous archdeacon and shining clergy’), thus 

placing the cathedral at the very centre of Chester’s identity.29 Lucian’s praise of the canons 

accords well with what we know of the cordial relations between the monks and the canons in 

the late twelfth century, evident, for example, in their agreement to preserve their respective 

burial privileges. The canons, like the monks, played a prominent role in Cestrian society, 

witnessing charters and each Sunday making a formal procession from the nearby monasterium of 

St Mary to St John’s.30 They remained, moreover, strongly associated with the bishop of 

Coventry, who like his archdeacon retained a residence within the precincts of the cathedral.31 

The church itself remained an architectural work-in-progress. 
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In his itinerary, Lucian describes himself visiting St John’s to take advantage of the Baptist’s 

particular power of intercession (potens meritis, exaudicione piisimus, Eterni Regis clementiam uotis 

omnium impetraret), a power which seems here, as in spiritual topography of  De laude Cestrie, to 

derive from John’s unique relationship with Christ. Yet the most seminal event that Sunday 

happens outside the church.  

Lucian exits St John’s to the precincts of the cathedral (in atrio), evidently a memorable space for 

Lucian since he is prompted to recall his boyhood education in the cathedral school. This 

recollection prompts a more general reverie on the relationship between the past and the present, 

and on fate and fortune. These thoughts are interrupted when Lucian sees and greets a priest 

hitherto unknown to him. The priest’s cordiality and intellectual generosity overwhelm Lucian, 

intoxicating him with a profound sense of collegiality and community, and help him to forget his 

worries about his impending business at the castle. The liminal space of the precinct provides an 

opportunity to see and be seen. A layman approaches the priest and (Lucian does not explain 

why) begins to talk in a flattering way. Lucian’s patron walks away. Two monks, standing nearby, 

see this behaviour and are powerfully affected. Lucian’s delight originates from the 

appropriateness of his patron’s actions, from finding a clerk who behaves wholly in accordance 

with scriptural and classical precedent. Lucian delights in the typological resonance of his 

behaviour, suggesting:32 

Et fortasse non errat si quis dixerit  quod, familiaritate contubernii,  saporem 

hunc in uiscera editui sui, non arundo luti set amicus sponsi, Baptista transfudit. 

Qui, suis temporibus, gaudium et gemitum terrenorum equa lance pensauit, et 

telas aranearum fauores et furores hominum reputauit. Qui preuenit suum 
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Dominum per ordine humilitatis,  ipse te instituit suum famulum ad semitam 

sanctitatis. Eius tu minister in domo, qui tibi magister in Domino. 

perhaps one does not err if one says that, with the intimacy of comradeship, the 

Baptist (not the reed in the mud, but the friend of the bridegroom) seasoned the 

vitals of his priest with this flavour. In his time, John weighed the ups and downs 

of worldly people with an unbiased scale, and valued the fortunes and 

misfortunes of men as he would cobwebs.  John, who anticipated the Lord in his 

humility, made you his servant on the path of holiness. You are his servant in the 

cathedral (in domo); he is your teacher in the Lord (in domino). 

Lucian’s patron, a secular cleric at St John’s, behaves exactly as St John the Baptist himself did, 

their behaviour as close as the pun on domo and domino.  Lucian finds in this homology the same 

harmony and proof of the coherence of the Christian uniuersitas that he is constantly showing his 

readers.  

Lucian couches his emotional trajectory that day in a series of binaries: nuisance / consolation, 

pride and pomposity / integrity and affection, salt sea / maternal love. While these binaries 

undoubtedly echo the ancient preference for otium over negotium, the way in which Lucian 

develops the associations of the cathedral is unexpected. His tableau in the precinct casts the 

clerk as superior to the chatterbox layman and the lax monks. His description of his own 

emotional response attributes to the cathedral consolation and community, benefits more usually 

associated with the monastic life. Lucian’s text reserves the right for places to be polyvalent. 

Lucian revisits this seminal day later in De laude Cestrie, at another key moment of transition:33 
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Ago autem gratias omnipotenti Deo indultum michi tempus et diem, quo 

primum accepisse tuam merui nocionem. Spero enim ex dulcedine pectoris tui, 

facilius ferre fastidium fumi, qui ex mundanis ueniens ingrate solet intelligentium 

faucibus et oculis importari. Et utinam subeat memoriam tuam, qualiter per 

occasionem temporis uisenti michi basilicam uenerandi baptiste et domini 

precursoris, apte ac consequenter gustum prime sinceritatis optuleris. Nempe 

simul in atrio illo  tunc conuenisse uisi sunt, et dies dominicus et diuinus locus et 

dignationis affectus. Hec uestri cordis et corporis uultum michi prius aperuerunt. 

Dies materiam, locus leticiam, occasio gratiam contulerunt. Ignotus stabam, set 

ignotus diu stare non poteram. Expressit innata benignitas claram in sui occursus 

hilaritate naturam. Accessisti, et humane salutatum ac deductum, retenta per 

gratiam Spiritus Sancti benedictionis memoria, dimisisti. Officium transiit, 

affectum continuit. Semel actum, semper est nouum. Hinc litera pandit, quod 

literatus impendit. Pro loco et tempore liberalitas claruit actionis tue. Quid enim 

aliud faceret clericus habitator monaco extraneo, quem ad maiores imperium pro 

causis et utilitatibus monasterii non leuitas et euagatio set necessitas excussit et 

ratio. 

I thank the almighty God for the day he gave me, when I merited first to make 

your acquaintance. For I, spreading my wares in front of worldly people, 

accustomed to be conveyed thanklessly before the maws and eyes of intelligent 

beings, hope to imitate your innate aversion to windy praise. Let the occasion of 

my visit to the church of the venerable Baptist, precursor of the Lord, when you 

fittingly gave me a taste of your honesty, sink into your memory. It seems a lordly 
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day, a divine place, and fitting feeling all converged in those precincts that day. 

The appearance of your body and true heart had already revealed these things. 

The day brought the means, the place brought happiness, the occasion brought 

goodwill (graciam). I was standing unrecognised, but I could not stand 

unrecognised for long. Your innate kindness pronounced your excellent 

upbringing in the cheerfulness of our meeting. You approached, and humanely 

greeted and diverted, you allowed me to go on, I retaining through the grace of 

the Holy Spirit a memory of the blessing. The obligation passed, its influence 

lingered. Performed once, it is always fresh. Here my work advertises what you, a 

learned man, did. Your generosity was evident in your actions in that place and at 

that time. How else should a clerkly inhabitant act towards an alien monk, whom 

not pleasure and waywardness but necessity and prudence cast out into the 

empire of the mighty to advocate the causes and needs of the monastery? 

These reflections allow Lucian to begin discussing the proper relationship between clerks and 

monks, before focusing on the appropriate internal organisation of the monastery, which proves, 

like Chester, to be an appropriate microcosm for the Christian universe. Here the encounter is 

between just Lucian and his patron. He emphasises again his joy his patron’s manners, but 

particularly their absolute appropriateness to a moment when ‘a lordly day, a divine place, and a 

fitting feeling all converged’. This triad echoes the opening words of Lucian’s text – tempus et locus 

et rerum lapsus sensato cuique tribuunt suadibilem, etiam sine literis, lectionem  (‘the state of the times, the 

location of things and the occurence of events offer persuasive, unwritten instruction to each 

intelligent being’)34 – and thus emphasises that this moment is an example of how God can 

engineer conjunctions of circumstances which are conduicive to spiritual learning. The fitting 
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behaviour of the clerkly habitator towards the alien monk stands as a practical example of the 

communal spirit which Lucian wants to inculcate in the city as a whole. Lucian’s itinerary is a 

powerful illustration of the joy an individual can draw from studying the world around him. But 

it is also a testament to the capacity of space to be unpredictable, for one space to affect an 

individual’s emotions in unexpected ways, and for profound events to occur in unusual locations 

like the atrium of St John’s Cathedral. 

ITINERARY II: THE PERIPATETIC COMPOSITION OF DE LAUDE CESTRIE 

One of the most remarkable features of the autograph manuscript of De laude Cestrie is a series of 

marginal notes in the bottom margins of several pages of the text. These notes are in the hand 

which supplied the marginal apparatus for the rest of the text, a hand which conceivably belongs 

to Lucian.35 They appear to record the composition or performance of portions of the text at 

Easter in 1195 or 1206:36 

Guntramii regis die [fol. 89v] 

Apud Nouio[...] Passio secundum Marcum [fol. 90r] 

Armogasti die apud Neutonam [fol. 90v] 

Passio Domini secundum Lucam. Breue uenit tunc [?tibi] a domno abbate ad 

Auliennum [fol. 91r] 

In cena domini apud Elfstanessfeld ante seruicium [fol. 91v] 

Has duas paginas ante altare benigni Petri [fol. 92r] [pl. 1] 

Die sanctorum Donatiani et Rogatiani has tres paginas. Tunc monachi sancti 

Petri subdiurnabant [fol. 124v]37  
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On King Gunthrum’s Day [fol. 89v] 

At Novio[...]. The passion according to Mark [fol. 90r] 

On Armogast’s Day at Newton [fol. 90v] 

The passion according to Luke. A letter came from the lord abbot for Evelyn [?] 

[fol. 91r] 

On Holy Thursday at Alstonefield before the service [fol. 91v] 

These two pages in front of the altar of the blessed Peter [fol. 92r] 

These three pages on the feast day of Saints Donatian and Rogation; the monks 

of St Peter’s then stayed [fol. 124v]. 

The dating of these notes presents no problems. King Gunthrum’s Day is March 28, the Passion 

according to St Mark is the gospel for Tuesday of Holy Week, St Armogast’s Day is March 29, 

the Passion according to St Luke is the gospel for Wednesday of Holy Week, and cena domini is 

another name for Holy Thursday.38 If, as seems fair, we take the notes to be in chronological 

sequence, and take the notes on fols. 89v and 90r as a pair, and the notes on fols. 90v and 91r as 

another pair, then Easter Sunday in the year the notes were written must have fallen on 2 April, 

as it did in both 1195 and 1206.39 The Easter Table at the beginning of De laude Cestrie also begins 

in 1195, and it is therefore likely the marginal notes come from this year.40 The feast day of St 

Donatian and Rogatian is May 24. 

The references to ‘these pages’ (has duas paginas, has tres paginas) make it clear that the marginalia 

record some aspect of the history of De laude Cestrie. It is possible that the notes refer to 

production of this, the fair copy of the text, though it is difficult to imagine Lucian carrying 

everything necessary to produce a manuscript from place to place.41 This leaves us to consider 
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whether they refer to the composition or performance of the text. Several factors make the 

former more likely: first, and foremost, the portions of text described – several pages from the 

opening of Lucian’s section praising the Virgin Mary (fols. 89v-92r) and a comparison of clerks 

and monks (fol. 124v) –  would not readily make good Easter sermons; second, Lucian is 

unlikely to have preached ‘before the altar’ (ante altare); third, he is unlikely to have preached 

‘before the service’ (ante seruicium). We may take it then that these marginal notes record the text’s 

steady composition over Easter 1195. 

It is possible to identify some of the places mentioned. Taylor suggested that Ventona was 

Winchester and proceeded on the assumption that the other places must be within a day’s ride of 

the city, tentatively identifying Novio[magus] as Chichester,  Ankennus as Alkington in 

Gloucestershire or Alkerton, near Stroud, and Elfstanessfeld as Stonefield in Oxfordshire. 

However, what Taylor took as uentona almost certainly reads neutona, i. e. Newton, undermining 

the basis of her deductions. In fact, Elfstannessfeld can be identified securely as Alstonefield 

(Staffs.), an appropriated church of the Cistercian abbey of Combermere which was dedicated to 

St Peter.42 With this in mind, it seems likely that neutona is Newton in Ashbourne (Derbys), 

presented to Combermere by Robert de Ferrers soon after the foundation of the abbey.43 It is 

conceivable that Novio[...] is a Latinised form of Newton. Lucian therefore spent Wednesday, 29 

March, 1195 at Newton in Ashbourne, perhaps having arrived there the preceding night. On 

Holy Thursday he was at the church of St Peter in Alstonefield, all the time working on De laude 

Cestrie. By May, having composed another thirty folios, he wrote three more pages at his home 

monastery before some monks from a monastery dedicated to St Peter visited.44  
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This itinerary, while rather obscure in its details, is exceptionally intriguing. It seems to show 

Lucian at work composing De laude Cestrie piecemeal, snatching time away from his other duties 

to write several more pages of text. It seems to show him composing mostly in estate churches, 

like Alstonefield. It seems to show him desiring to record the precise temporal and spatial 

inspiration for particular sections of the text, just as he pays so much attention to mapping his 

emotional trajectory in the first itinerary this essay discussed. Lucian’s means of marking time 

and space are particularly interesting. Events are dated with reference to the temporale (‘On Holy 

Thursday’), the sanctorale (‘On King Guntrum’s Day’), the liturgical lections (‘The passion 

according to Mark’), or personal events (‘a letter came’). Lucian’s references to the sanctorale are 

particularly obscure: while the SS Donatian and Rogation appear in several English litanies, King 

Guntrum (a Frank) and St Armogast (a Vandal) seem to have been obscure even on the 

continent. While most English kalendars are empty for March 28 and 29, Lucian does seem to 

have been something of an expert in obscure continental saints to judge from his catalogue 

ninety virgins and the cities in which they were martyred.45 Lucian recalls space with reference to 

the names of places (Neutona) and to particular churches (‘before the altar of the blessed Peter’). 

Lucian’s thoroughness in recording the way he composed this portion of the text is revealing in 

one final way, as conceivably the best clue to his own biography. Hitherto, it has been plausibly 

assumed that Lucian was a monk of St Werburgh’s abbey; however, his presence on the 

Combermere estates of Alstonefield and Newton suggests that he may in fact have been a monk 

of Combermere.46 There is no direct evidence that Lucian was a monk of St Werburgh’s,47 and 

several features of the text which suggest he was not. While there it is beyond the scope of this 

essay to discuss where Lucian was a monk, it is worth noting how much of what he writes about 

Chester betrays an outsider’s gaze.48 
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CONCLUSION: READING SPACE / FEELING SPACE 

In The Production of Space, Henri Lefebvre questions:49 

Does it make sense to speak of a ‘reading’ of space? Yes and no. Yes, inasmuch 

as it is possible to envisage a ‘reader’ who deciphers and decodes and a ‘speaker’ 

who expresses himself by translating his progression into a discourse. But no, in 

that social space can in no way be compared to a blank page upon which a 

specific message has been inscribed (by whom?) Both natural and urban spaces 

are, if anything, ‘over-inscribed’: everything therein resembles a rough draft, 

jumbled and self-contradictory. Rather than signs, what one encounters here are 

directions – multifarious and overlapping instructions. 

Contrast this with the very first sentence of Lucian’s De laude Cestrie:50 

Tempus et locus et rerum lapsus sensato cuique tribuunt suadibilem, etiam sine 

literis, lectionem. 

The state of the times, the location of things and the occurence of events offer 

persuasive, unwritten instruction to each intelligent being. 

Lucian avers here that space has a language that can be decoded, and can yield a reading 

(lectionem) even though it is not a text (etiam sine literis). For Lucian, there was ‘a blank page upon 

which a specific message has been inscribed’, the blank page of the universitas on which God 
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inscribed creation. Using a range of techniques from monastic psychology, biblical hermeneutics 

and Neo-Platonic philosophy, space could be read and its messages transmitted.  

As recent critics have recognised, Lucian is often to be found imposing order on ‘over-inscribed’ 

city space, exaggerating particular features and downplaying others, to create a deceptively 

narrow picture of Chester which emphasises its Christian heritage in defiance of its history and 

the ecclesiastical routine of the city at the expense of its social and commercial life. Yet for all 

this inevitable selectivity, space never quite behaves in the way Lucian’s reading predicts. As the 

discussion of the two itineraries has shown, Lucian felt his thought to be anchored very precisely 

to his location in and around the city. Yet these thoughts could often run contrary to what he 

might expect from his earlier readings of places. It is not St John’s church that proves revelatory 

on that given Sunday, but Lucian’s personal encounter with his patron in the precincts. As with 

the London itineraries Strohm describes, the inspiration occurs ‘as a result of a visitation, a 

conversation, a shared task, or other socially inflected exchange’.51 

In De laude Cestrie, then, space can be read, but its meanings are multiple and often unpredictable. 

Lucian’s foregrounding of both his epiphanic encounter with his patron and the spatial and 

temporal circumstances of the composition of the section concerning the Virgin Mary, reveal his 

belief that an individual’s experience of space could be idiosyncratic: Chester remained a 

representational space inspite of its pre-existing spatial practice and Lucian’s representation of space. 
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